Aro filter regulator

Clean air is a key ingredient that enables effective and efficient operation of tools, equipment,
and machinery in almost every industry. As such, the use of air preparation devices, such as
filters, regulators, and lubricators FRLs is an excellent means of keeping your air supply in top
condition, as well as enabling your tools and equipment to operate at their peak performance.
All regulators were tested under the same conditions, and all units were new â€” right out of the
box. Units are threaded for direct plumbing or can be installed in the modular arrangement. Use
of modular threaded pipe adapters allow for ease of service by allowing a unit to be quickly
removed from the air line. Adapters can be used to pipe different thread sizes in the plumbing
setup. Optional filter life indicator works off of pressure differential to show a visible alert when
the filter needs replacement. A T-bracket wall mount is standard The auto-fill option is standard
on all ARO-Flo lubricators. Lubricating oil can be added while lubricators are under pressure.
Max flow: 59 scfm Series size: Miniature Page: 8 Series Series The pressure switch is typically
threaded into a manifold port block, and allows the sensing of high or low pressure thresholds
set by the user. Filters can be ordered with different elements, including coalescing models
which are capable of removing oil aerosols and particles down to 0. Standard filters are sold
with 5-micron elements; micron elements can be purchased and installed separately. Air line
regulators provide controlled, consistent air pressure as required for specific pneumatic
equipment connected to the air system. All ARO-Flo regulators are offered with a standard
adjustment range of ARO Filters, Regulators and Lubricators are designed to flow in excess of
that indicated in the maximum recommended flow table shown below. This table gives
recommended flows for pipe sizes at listed pressures and should be used as a guide in sizing
piping and equipment for compressed air systems. S Please consult price book to verify.
Popular options are shown in red below. Filter element 3 0. Base model Note: ome menu
combinations not available. Catalog excerpts. Filters, regulators, and lubricators Ingersoll Rand
Industrial Technologies Open the catalog to page 1. Open the catalog to page 2. Open the
catalog to page 3. Open the catalog to page 4. Open the catalog to page 5. Open the catalog to
page 6. Open the catalog to page 7. Open the catalog to page 8. Open the catalog to page 9.
Open the catalog to page They exclude delivery charges and customs duties and do not include
additional charges for installation or activation options. Prices are indicative only and may vary
by country, with changes to the cost of raw materials and exchange rates. Contact us. Remove
all. Compare up to 10 products. Adjust and maintain the pressure of your compressed air. All
regulators are relieving style, so they exhaust when the downstream pressure exceeds the set
pressure. Install in your air line after filters. Mounting brackets allow you to attach the regulator
to a wall or equipment. Joiner clamps sold separately connect the regulator to another ARO
modular component with the same series number. They come with mounting brackets. The
blocks remain connected to your pipe while you replace components between them. An ARO
filter, regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your
required pressure. Regulator is relieving style, so it exhausts when the downstream pressure
exceeds the set pressure. Filter and lubricator have a clear bowl or sight glass so you can
monitor the contents inside. The filter and regulator are joined top-to-bottom with the lubricator
on the side. They provide clean compressed air at your required pressure. Filter has a clear
bowl or sight glass so you can see inside to monitor contents. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create
login. Search Results. Outlet Pipe Size. Inlet Pipe Size. Maximum Pressure. For Removing.
Series Number. Overall Height. Overall Width. Maximum Temperature. Bowl Type. Maximum
Flow Rate. Manufacturer Series. Bowl Material. Bowl Guard Material. Lubricant Capacity. View
catalog page. Send Cancel. How can we improve? About Air Preparation. Series No. Mounting
Bracket for Series No. Mounting Bracket Each By using this website, you agree to our Terms
and Conditions and Privacy Policy. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Pedestal 35"
Ht. Opaque with Sight Glass. Polycarbonate Plastic. Nylon Plastic. Flow Rate. Pressure, psi.
Pressure Regulating Range, psi. Removes Particle Size Down To, microns. A Wilkerson filter,
regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your
required pressure. An SMC filter, regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean,
lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. A filter, regulator, and lubricator are
combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. An ARO filter,
regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your
required pressure. A Norgren filter, regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean,
lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. A Parker filter, regulator, and lubricator
are combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. An ASCO
Numatics filter, regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide clean, lubricated compressed
air at your required pressure. A Festo filter, regulator, and lubricator are combined to provide
clean, lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. Three components are combined in
the same space as a filter alone. These units provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your

required pressure. A filter, regulator, and lubricator with push-to-connect fittings are combined
to provide clean, lubricated compressed air at your required pressure. Fittings make a tight seal
around tubing. Use a single air supply to distribute air to up to four locations. Two- stage
filtration is like getting two filters in oneâ€” the first stage removes large particles, while the
second removes fine particles. Prevent accidental start-up when servicing equipment. Also
known as Monday-morning valves, these valves slowly introduce pressure to reduce surge
damage during start- up. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material or drain type on
your SMC modular compressed air filter. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material
on your ASCO Numatics modular compressed air filter. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the
drain type on your Festo modular compressed air filter. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the
bowl material or drain type on your ARO modular compressed air filter. Replace a damaged
bowl, or change the bowl material or drain type on your Parker modular compressed air filter.
Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material or drain type on your Wilkerson modular
compressed air filter. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material or drain type on
your Norgren modular compressed air filter. Extend the service life of air-powered tools and
equipment by removing particles and water droplets from compressed air. Assembled,
inspected, and packaged in a clean environment, these filters come sealed in anti-static double
bags. Protect small air-powered tools, such as impact wrenches, ratchet wrenches, grinders,
and screwdrivers. Get two stages of filtrationâ€” the first stage removes most particles and
water droplets; the second captures any remaining particles and water droplets down to 5
microns. Mount these filters to a 35 mm DIN rail with the included brackets. Use these filters to
extend the service life of air-powered tools and then throw them away when you're done. An
automatic drain discharges up to gallons per hour to handle compressed air with high moisture
content. The housing and bowl are stainless steel to handle extremely corrosive environments
such as those in semiconductor, marine, chemical, and paper industries. A polyurethane bowl
provides good chemical resistance for use with synthetic compressor oils and cleaning fluids.
Replace the filter element in your SMC modular compressed air filter to trap solid particles and
water droplets as small as 5 microns. Replace the filter element in your Norgren modular
compressed air filter to trap solid particles and water droplets as small as 5 microns. Replace
the filter element in your Festo modular compressed air filter to trap solid particles and water
droplets as small as 5 microns. Replace the filter element in your Parker modular compressed
air filter to trap solid particles and water droplets. Replace the filter element in your ARO
modular compressed air filter to trap solid particles and water droplets. Replace the filter
element in your ASCO Numatics modular compressed air filter to trap solid particles and water
droplets as small as 5 microns. Also known as coalescing filters, these filter elements fit in
Parker modular compressed air filters to remove oil and particles as small as 0. Also known as
coalescing filters, these filter elements fit in SMC modular compressed air filters to remove oil
and particles as small as 0. Also known as coalescing filters, these filter elements fit in ARO
modular compressed air filters to remove oil and particles as small as 0. Also known as
coalescing filters, these filter elements fit in Wilkerson modular compressed air filters to remove
oil and fine particles. Also known as coalescing filters, these filter elements fit in Festo modular
compressed air filters to remove oil and particles as small as 0. Also known as coalescing
filters, these filter elements fit in ASCO Numatics modular compressed air filters to remove oil
and particles as small as 0. These filter elements fit in ASCO Numatics modular two-stage
compressed air filters to remove water droplets, oil, and particles as small as 0. Also known as
coalescing filters, these filters remove compressor oil to extend the service life of air-powered
tools and equipment. Designed for use in main lines with high contamination, these filters
remove oil to extend the service life of air-powered tools and equipment. Use these filters to
extend the service life of air-powered tools and equipment and then throw them away when
you're done. Housing and bowl are stainless steel to handle extremely corrosive environments
and meet NACE National Association of Corrosion Engineers specifications. A sensor in these
filters monitors changes in differential pressure and sends an electrical signal to a
programmable logic controller PLC or other remote location when the filter needs to be
replaced. A polyurethane bowl offers good chemical resistance for use with synthetic
compressor oils and aggressive cleaning agents. Use these filters in applications where
high-quality air is critical. They remove particles down to 0. Eliminate small traces of oil vapor
and its associated odor with these filters and then throw them away when you're done. Replace
failing or lost O-rings in SMC modular compressed air filters. Replace failing or lost O-rings in
Festo modular compressed air filters. Replace failing or lost O-rings in Wilkerson modular
compressed air filters. Replace failing or lost O-rings and gaskets in Norgren modular
compressed air filters. Housing and bowl are stainless steel for good corrosion resistance in
damp environments. Generate clean air for instrumentation and applications with critical air

requirements. Often used in medical device manufacturing and food-processing facilities, these
filters have a stainless steel element that can be sterilized in an autoclave. No need to buy and
service two filtersâ€” these filters have a single element that removes both large and fine
particles. Add lubrication to your air supply to extend the service life of air-powered tools and
equipment. Install one of these lubricators at the point of use to lubricate your air-powered hand
tools. Replace a damaged bowl on your Norgren modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a
damaged bowl, or change the bowl material on your SMC modular compressed air lubricator.
Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material on your Wilkerson modular compressed
air lubricator. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material on your ARO modular
compressed air lubricator. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl material on your ASCO
Numatics modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a damaged bowl, or change the bowl
material on your Parker modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a damaged bowl on your
Festo modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a cracked or lost sight dome on your
Wilkerson modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a cracked or lost sight dome on your
SMC modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a cracked or lost sight dome on your Norgren
modular compressed air lubricator. Replace a cracked or lost sight dome on your Parker
modular compressed air lubricator. Mount these lubricators to a 35 mm DIN rail with the
included bracket. Adjust and maintain the pressure of your compressed air. Prevent
unauthorized adjustment and unintentional pressure changes with these regulators. A lower
profile than our other compressed air regulators makes these regulators a better fit in tight
spots. Cleaned and double bagged in an ISO Class 8 , clean room for protection from
contamination, these regulators are suitable for use in clean rooms. Use these regulators to
adjust and maintain the pressure of your tubing air lines. Designed for installation directly to
your air-powered tool, these regulators maintain the set air pressure. Mount these regulators to
a 35 mm DIN rail with the included brackets. No need to worry about unintentional changes to
your pressure settingâ€” these regulators maintain a fixed outlet pressure. A stainless steel
housing allows these regulators to withstand corrosive environments in the semiconductor,
marine, chemical, instrumentation, and paper industries. An internal check valve permits
reverse flow, so these regulators work with double-acting cylinders. Keep an eye on the output
pressure in high-flow applicationsâ€” these regulators have a display so you can monitor your
application locally. Designed for control applications that require high reliability and
repeatability, these regulators translate electrical signals to output pressure. With a greater flow
capacity than our standard precision compressed air regulators, use these regulators to adjust
and maintain air pressure in sensitive high-flow applications where constant, consistent
pressure is important. Mount these regulators to a 35 mm DIN rail with the included bracket. Fit
these regulators in tight spaces to adjust and maintain air pressure in sensitive applications
where constant, consistent pressure is important. View and control output pressure remotely
and at the source. A pressure -calibrated dial allows for easy adjustments to outlet pressure in
high-flow applications. Mount these regulators to a 35 mm DIN rail or a wall with one of the two
included brackets. Run up to four air-powered tools from a single air supply. Use a single air
supply to meet the pressure requirements of multiple applicationsâ€” connect one of these
manifolds to your air line, and then set a different output pressure for each station. Connect two
or more of these manifold regulators to meet multiple pressure requirements from a single air
supplyâ€” set a different output pressure with each regulator. It's like getting four regulators in
oneâ€” each comes with four springs so you can change between regulating pressure ranges of
, , , and psi. Maintain contaminant-free standards in clean room environments. These valves
come cleaned and bagged to Class clean room standards and have a stainless steel body with a
smooth finish to resist dust collection. Prevent changes to your pressure settingâ€” these
valves come set at a nonadjustable outlet pressure. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login.
Search Results. Inlet Pipe Size. Outlet Pipe Size. Inlet Thread Type. Gauge Included. Outlet
Thread Type. Maximum Pressure. For Removing. Maximum Pressure Regulating. Bowl Type.
Drain Type. Pressure Adjustment. Housing Material. Maximum Flow Rate. Inlet Connection
Type. Regulator Style. Outlet Connection Type. Outlet Gender. Overall Height. Inlet Gender.
Maximum Temperature. Outlet Pressure Adjustability. View catalog pages Send Cancel. How
can we improve? About Air Preparation. Compressed Air Filter Bowls. Festo Compressed Air
Filter Bowls. Parker Compressed Air Filter Bowls. Wilkerson Compressed Air Filter Bowls.
Norgren Compressed Air Filter Bowls. Compressed Air Filters for Particle Removal.
Compressed Air Filter Elements. Compressed Air Filters for Oil Removal. Compressed Air Filter
Seals. Festo Compressed Air Filter Seals. Wilkerson Compressed Air Filter Seals. Compressed
Air Lubricators. Wilkerson Modular Compressed Air Lubricators. Norgren Modular Compressed
Air Lubricators. Festo Modular Compressed Air Lubricators. Parker Modular Compressed Air
Lubricators. Compressed Air Lubricator Bowls. Norgren Compressed Air Lubricator Bowls.

Wilkerson Compressed Air Lubricator Bowls. Parker Compressed Air Lubricator Bowls. Festo
Compressed Air Lubricator Bowls. Compressed Air Lubricator Sight Domes. Compressed Air
Regulators. Festo Modular Compressed Air Regulators. Parker Modular Compressed Air
Regulators. Wilkerson Modular Compressed Air Regulators. Norgren Modular Compressed Air
Regulators. Tamper-Resistant Compressed Air Regulators. Compact Compressed Air
Regulators. Clean Room Compressed Air Regulators. Compressed Air Regulators for Tubing.
Fixed-Pressure Compressed Air Regulators. Corrosion-Resistant Compressed Air Regulators.
Precision Compressed Air Regulators. Miniature Precision Compressed Air Regulators.
Compressed Air Regulating Manifolds. Pressure-Regulating Valves. Flexible-Range
Compressed Air Regulators. By using this website, you agree to our Terms and Conditions and
Privacy Policy. Carriage Bolts. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Pedestal 35" Ht.
Joiner Clamp. Mounting Bracket. Filter Bowl. Filter Element. Manifold Regulator. O- Ring. End
Block Set. Safety Lockout Valve. Lubricator Bowl. Air- Exhaust Valve. Sight Dome. Less than
psi. Not Rated. ASCO Numatics. Oil Odor. Oil Vapor. Opaque with Sight Glass. Semi- Automatic.
Without Drain. T- Handle. Electrically Controlled. Stainless Steel. Product images may not be an
exact representation of t
bds f150
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he actual product. Please check the description below for technical specifications. Combine the
functions of both a filter and regulator to form the combinations. Piggybacks are compact and
most effective when space is a constraint. Piggybacks can be ordered with different filter
elements and can be modified with different springs depending on the filtration and air
regulating requirements. Compare Now. Ingersoll Rand. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star
worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. SKU: P UPC: Condition: New. Weight: 0. Shipping: Calculated at
Checkout. Type: Filter-Regulator. Port Size in. Drain Type: Manual. Bowl Type: Polycarbonate.
Filter Element: 5 micron. Bowl Cap Oz : 0. Temperature Range F : 23 - Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Ingersoll Rand provides a two year warranty against
manufacturer defects. Quick view. Add to Cart. Selected For Comparision Compare Now.

